INTRODUCTION
Fictitious domam methods or domain imbedding methods have recently become a subject of mcreasing interest, see for instance [1] The obvious reason is that they allow to obtam numencal solutions to problems of complicated geometry by operatmg on a simple geometry domain containing the complicated one The use of fictitious domain methods in shape optimization is particularly attractive because of the special features of the problem. In the classical approach to shape optimization, ï.e. when a boundary variation technique is used, one has to create a new triangulation, update all data (stiffness matrix, load vector, etc) and solve the resultmg algebraic system to get the solution of the state problem for each itérative design. As a resuit the whole computational proces s may be not to effective. We refer to the text books [2, 3, 4] for a description of this classical approach to shape optimization. In [5] (see also [9] ) a new approach based on a combination of the fictitious domain approach and optimal control was proposed in the case when the state is given by a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary value problem. The original optimal shape design problem was formally rewritten as a new one which uses as state problem again a homogeneous Dirichlet problem but posed on a a fixed domain and with the control entering only in the right hand side. The advantage of this method is obvious : the triangulation and consequently the stiffness matrix is constant during itérations and can, thus, be factorized once and for all. In order to treat the state constraint that arises as a means of getting équivalence between the two formulations, the penalty method was used in [5] . Here we describe an alternative approach. The main différence being that instead of the distributed controls in [5] we use controls concentrated on curves only. These controls can be interpreted as Lagrangian multipliers by means of which we satisfy the state constraint. The same approach for solution of the state problem (not the full shape optimization problem) was reeently proposed in [6] . (We did not know of this work when obtaining the results of the present paper.) The method presented in this paper has two advantages as compared to the method described in [5] :
(i) for some cost functionals we avoid the évaluation of right hand sides over non-standard éléments, created by cutting classical éléments (triangles, e.g.) by segments ;
(ii) when the penalty method is used, the problem of finding a good strategy between the penalty parameter e and the mesh size h > 0 is a delicate task in général. Here the boundary conditions are satisfied in a weak finite dimensional sense, namely by means of a mixed finite element method. In this case, the corresponding state constraint (satisfied in this weak sense), can be penalized without any problem. Consequently, we may let e -> 0 + even when the mesh size h > 0 is fixed, which is impossible when we discretize the penalized problem.
The paper is organized as follows : in Section 2 we give a classical formulation, see [4] , of the optimal shape design problem. In Section 3 the fictitious domain formulation is given and shown to be equivalent to the classical formulation. In Section 3 we give a mixed finite element approximation of the fictitious domain formulation and a convergence resuit is given in Theorem 4.2 which may be considered a main resuit of the paper. In the remaining Sections 5, 6 and 7 we, consecutively, give a matrix formulation, suggest a solution method based on an augmented Lagrangian concept and, finally, give some sensitivity formulas. In order to guarantee the existence of at least one solution of (P), the following lower continuity of / will hold a n =?a (uniformly ) in [0, 1 ], a n , a e U ad "I where i3 n = Q{ a n ).
Then it holds.
THEOREM 2.1 : Lef (A) be satisfied. Then (P) has at least one solution.
For the proof we refer to [4] .
FICTITIOUS DOMAIN APPROACH
We start by giving some notations. Let ö = (0, y)
Dénote by
S(a)= Q\Q(a) and f={(x v x 2 )
s R 2 \x x = y,x 2 e (0, 1 )} (see fig. 1 ). On F(a) and F we introducé the following spaces of traces :
It holds that F(a) = ^^2(a) n S"(a)
These spaces will be equipped with norms || w || 1/2 r(a) and || w || 1/2 defined as follows :
|w|.
v -w on T( 'a )
and where | . |j Q ,s and | . \ x ^ dénote seminorms in corresponding spaces, which are in fact norms because of Friedrich's inequality. Let v G V x ( a ) and define the function 0 a : F -» R by the relation
Then it holds. • By the symbol ( , } we dénote the duality paring between H~ (F) and
Then it holds. Proof:
The function (3.3) equals to zero iff v | r(a) = 0, otherwise it takes the infinité value.
• Let a e U ad be fixed and define the probiem find û e V,le FT m ( F) such that
H~m(F).

LEMMA 3.3 : Let û G V be a solution of ( §>(a)). Then u = u\ Q(a) the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary value problem on Q(a).
Proof: The function u = M| Q ( OE) belongs to Hl(Q( a) ) as follows from the définition of ($>(a)) and Lemma 3.2. Resîricting ourselves to functions tp G Vsuch that supp <p a Q(a) in (^(a)),we arrive at the assertion.
• 
MIXED FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION OF ( P )
In this section we describe the approximation of problem (P), which will be based on the mixed variational formulation (^(a)).
Let { < J h } be a regular family of triangulations of Q. With any ?f h , the space V h of ail piecewise linear functions over £T ;ï and vanishing on dÙ will be associated : 
Inserting r h (p into ( ^0 (& H )) h we obtain
Passing to the limit with h, H -> 0 + we arrive at 
Let //e I ((0,l))be given and {/J H } a séquence of éléments from A H such that 1) ).
From the définition of (£?(a H )) h it follows that
It is easy to show, see [4] , that (4.5), (4.8) and the fact that a H =ta in [0, 1] yield
because of (4.9). Consequently ûe V 0 (a) and it solves (4.7) for any (p e V Q (a). AS such û is unique, the whole séquence {û h (<%)} tends weakly to û. On the other hand from which (4.4) follows. In order to prove the relation between ( P) and (P ) h , we shall suppose that the cost functional / is continuons in the following sensé : in where Q n^Q (a n Moreover, a* w a solution of (P) anJ u* = w(a* )|^( a *) solves (^(a*)).
Proof :
The set f/ a^ is compact in C( [0, 1] ) norm. As £/^ c= f/ ad for any H > 0, the existence of a subsequence such that (4.10) holds, follows. At the same time the séquence {û h { ot* H )} tends to a function w(a* ) e V such that M* = w(a*)| Q^* ) solves (^(a*)) by virtue of Lemma 4.3. From the définition of (P)^ now follows : (see [4] ) and at the same time (4.14)
Then «(a)|^(â) solves (éP(a)) as follows from Lemma 4.3 again. Now passing to the limit with h-, H--> 0 + in (4.12) and taking into account (4.10), (4.11), (4.13) and (4.14) as well as (B) we arrive at Asae £/ ûd is arbitrary we conclude that a* e t/ ad solves (P).
MATRIX FORMULATION
We will present a matrix formulation of problem ( P ) h for fixed h > 0 and H> 0. X(a) . Furthermore, the éléments of the symmetrie positive definite stiffness matrix A, the force matrix F and the kinematic transformation matrix G( a ) are given by 
SOLUTION METHODS
Problem (P) contains two state équations, (5.1) and (5.2). In our treatment so far these have been treated as defining the function a i-> u(a). Another possibility is to regard one or both of these équations as explicit constraints. Here we will use the possibility of regarding (5.2) as a constraint which is then added to the objective function as a penalty term. It will then be natural to regard the multiplier vector X( a ) as a control variable and u( a ) as a function of both the « old » control variable a and this new one. Consequently, we write in the sequel X and u(a, X) for these vectors. A penalty approach to the solution of (P) is to solve the following problem The séquence produced by these two steps approaches the solution of ( P ) for a finite e.
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
A distinct difficulty in solving (P)f numerically is a lack of différendability of G(a) which results in a nondifferentiability of u(a, X), We illustrate this by a small example. Let which shows the non-smoothness at a= 1.
The non-smoothness will require use of nondifferentiable optimization methods. In fact, some preliminary numerical experiments using smooth algorithms generally did not give satisfactory results. Nondifferentiable methods require computation of at least one subgradient of <f M (or ( ê s ) at eaeh point (a, X)? see [7, 8] . At smooth points the subgradient coincide with the standard gradient and below we dérive this gradient assuming smoothness. At non-smooth points this calculation can be modified following the présentation in [5] . We calculate the derivatives of # M (a 5 X, ^) with respect to a and Ji. The derivatives of <f e ( a, X ) will be a special case of these derivatives obtained by setting £, = 0. Omitting the arguments the chain rule gives 
